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“One client here in the BVI is deciding 
to close up shop because of the cost 
of compliance and the tedious nature of 
complying with all of today’s regulation, 
including AIFMD,” says Robert Briant, Partner 
at leading offshore law firm Conyers Dill & 
Pearman. “They are shutting down five or six 
funds. It was a sound business but it was 
no longer cost effective. There are costs 
of moving towards higher compliance and 
regulation. The client will be redeeming all 
outside investors and operate as a family 
office instead.”

It is an unfortunate symptom of where the 
industry is today although the latest Preqin 
figures reveal that global hedge fund assets 

“We see the funds industry as continuing to 
contribute to the overall offering of financial 
services. There remains good interest in 
the BVI product and we envisage that will 
continue,” asserts Glenford Malone, Director, 
Investment Business Division, BVI Financial 
Services Commission, when asked to 
comment on the growth of the BVI’s funds 
industry. 

Like every fund jurisdiction, the estimated 
40 per cent drop in new fund launches in 
the hedge fund industry last year negatively 
impacted the BVI. And as the costs of 
running a hedge fund business increase, 
some are choosing to call it a day and revert 
to the family office model.

Incubator Fund could 
provide long-term 
growth trajectory 

By James Williams

OVERV IEW
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BVI continues to introduce 
positive regulatory 

developments 
Interview with Simon Schilder

Simon Schilder, Partner at 
Ogier

Last year the number of hedge fund 
launches globally fell by an estimated 40 
per cent., but despite this there have been 
a number of positive developments for the 
funds industry in the BVI.

One is the creation of an AIFMD opt-in 
regime for the BVI, called the Securities and 
Investment Business (AIFMD) Regulations, 
as the BVI looks to seek approval from the 
European regulator, ESMA, for third country 
equivalence and introduces into the BVI an 
AIFMD equivalent regime. 

“Secondly, there is fairly advanced work 
on updating the BVI’s Partnership Act. This 
statute is due a refresh and expected to be 
finalised during 2017. It will enhance the BVI’s 
partnership regime at a time when other 
jurisdictions are also looking at updating 
their equivalent regimes,” says Jersey-based 
Simon Schilder, Partner at Ogier and head of 
the firm’s BVI Investment Funds Practice. 

He continues: “There are also 
enhancements in the pipelines which 
are being made to the BVI’s Segregated 
Portfolio Company Regulations, the main 
change being to open up the product 
to accommodate a broader range of 
opportunities than currently exist. At present, 
one is only able to use SPCs for open-ended 
funds and for insurance companies. The 
new enhancements will expand the types 
of structures that can utilise a segregated 
portfolio company (“SPC”) structure, 
significantly to enable closed-ended funds 
to utilise SPC structures. This is good 
news as we are continuing to see interest 
from managers to utilise SPC structures, 
as managers like the legal ring fencing 
capability that they offer”. 

“If someone is pursuing a closed-ended 
strategy but can’t do something because the 

right legal vehicle isn’t available to implement 
that strategy in the BVI, it will prompt them to 
look at other jurisdictions where they can“, 
says Schilder.

“In this marketplace you have to be nimble 
with your regulation and look to improve your 
competitiveness wherever possible.”

A good example of this in recent years 
has been the introduction of the BVI 
Approved Fund and BVI Incubator Fund, 
which have steadily gained traction over the 
last 18 months. The Incubator Fund gives 
start-up managers a two-year easier ride 
(from a regulatory perspective) where they 
can test their investment strategy and gain 
a track record, which can be extended to a 
third year with regulatory consent. 

“We are six months away from seeing 
the first wave of Incubator Funds needing 
to convert to a BVI Professional Funds or 
extend their Incubator Fund status for a 
further twelve month period (or shut down). 
The whole point of the Incubator Fund in 
the first place was to get people through the 
door in the BVI and give them a platform 
with which to test their investment strategy 
and develop a track record, which they could 
then market to investors upon conversion 
into a Professional Fund” explains Schilder.

He thinks that updating the BVI’s 
Partnership Act, which is 21 years old, is the 
latest example of the BVI moving forward:

“The way businesses are run has 
changed and you need to have legislation 
that is in tune with the current marketplace 
and industry standards. The BVI has a 
relatively modern set of statutes across the 
board but at the moment the one that sticks 
out as being in need of an update is the 
Partnership Act. Once updated, this will leave 
the BVI with a suite of modern statutes.” n

OG IER
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reached a record USD3.22 trillion at the end 
of November 2016; this was achieved by 
industry gains of 7.40 per cent, offsetting net 
investor outflows of USD102 billion.

What the BVI has done well to adjust 
to the new world order – one of increased 
regulatory compliance and higher costs 
of doing business – is to support start-up 
and emerging managers with a light touch 
regulatory regime. Moreover, it is making 
the necessary adjustments to uphold its 
commitments to international governance 
standards. 

Malone says that the BVI is committed 
to ensuring that “it meets all relevant 
international standards and where those 
standards have changed, so too has the BVI”. 

“For example, the BVI is committed to 
ensure that its Anti-Money Laundering and 
Combating the Financing of Terrorism Regime 
fully meets the Financial Action Task Force 
(FATF) 40 Recommendation. In keeping with 
the FATF requirement, the BVI has undergone 
a National Risk Assessment which will allow 
the BVI to maintain compliance with the 
FATF Recommendation and preparation for a 
Mutual Evaluation by the Caribbean Financial 
Action Task Force (CFATF). 

“We are also keeping fully abreast of 
issued raised by IOSCO and other standard 
setters,” outlines Malone. 

BVI Partnership Act
To continue its evolution as a leading 
offshore funds jurisdiction, the BVI is making 
several amendments to its legislative 
framework. One of these amendments 
relates to the BVI Partnership Act, 1996, 
which many of the islands’ practitioners 
agree is well overdue an update. 

“It was certainly time to overhaul the 
existing legislation. We’re confident that it’s 
going to open up some new opportunities for 
the BVI, in particular on the PE and VC side, 
where I think there will be a big push in the 
market. The draft legislation is currently with 
the BVI Government for consultation, and we 
hope to have the new Act in force as soon 
as possible. It will expand the BVI’s offering 
considerably,” comments Oliver Bell, Partner 
at Harneys, the largest law firm in the BVI.

One of the key benefits to the updated 
BVI Partnership Act will be the ability to 
create LPs with separate legal personality. 

“In relation to companies, the BVI 
has always had the most innovative and 
sophisticated legislation compared to other 
jurisdictions, but where we have fallen short 
in recent times is on the limited partnership 
side. The updated BVI Partnership Act will 
remedy the situation with world-beating 
legislation,” adds Bell.

AIFMD Opt-In Regime
A second important development currently 
underway is the creation of an AIFMD opt-in 
regime for the BVI, called the Securities and 
Investment Business (AIFMD) Regulations, 
as the BVI looks to seek approval from the 
European regulator, ESMA, for third country 
equivalence and introduces into the BVI an 
AIFMD equivalent regime. 

One of the things that ESMA looks for 
in assessing third countries is that they 
have an AIFMD equivalent regime in place. 
When one looks at the offshore jurisdictions 
that have been assessed so far, such as 
Jersey and Guernsey, they’ve all got AIFMD 
equivalent regimes in place. 

“When ESMA were assessing Cayman 
and Bermuda, one of the obstacles was that 
they had no AIFMD equivalent regime,” says 
Simon Schilder, Partner at Ogier and head 
of the firm’s BVI Investment Funds Practice. 
“Whilst the BVI has not yet been formerly 
assessed, there are ongoing discussions 
between the BVI and ESMA around the 
assessment and in contemplation of its 
formal assessment the BVI has prepared and 
released its AIFMD equivalent regulation. It is 
not yet in force but it is on the statute book.”

“We continue to demonstrate that we have 
the regulatory infrastructure to fully satisfy 
the requirements of third party that ESMA is 
responsible for assessing. Clearly, each time 

OVERV I EW

“We see the funds industry 
as continuing to contribute 
to the overall offering of 
financial services. There 
remains good interest in the 
BVI product and we envisage 
that will continue.” 
Glenford Malone,  
BVI Financial Services Commission
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Growth is driven by 
Incubator and Approved 

Funds
Interview with Peter Jakubicka

required; the fund itself as well as the 
management company, which we help 
to set up for the client in their preferred 
jurisdiction,” explains Jakubicka. 

In addition, Circle provides ancillary 
services. At the local level this includes 
providing BVI directors (both for BVI funds 
and BVI corporate vehicles), handling the 
licensing process by working with the BVI 
FSC and for onshore purposes “we handle 
all the necessary FATCA, CRS and Annex IV 
reporting,” says Jakubicka.

Circle is able to support hedge funds as 
well as private equity strategies. Jakubicka 
notes that in 2016 a good number of PE 
funds were structured using the Approved 
Fund but the biggest group of fund launches 
was in distressed debt. 

When asked what advice Circle gives to 
those thinking about setting up an offshore 
fund, Jakubicka says the following:

“We have many years of experience in 
the industry and we always try to ask the 
right kind of questions when we first meet 
a client. For example, where their potential 
seed investors will come from. If it is Europe, 
it might make more sense to set up a 
European vehicle. If it’s the US, then the 
Cayman Islands might be a more obvious 
choice. But if there is a mixture of investors 
from across the globe then the BVI might be 
the right choice of jurisdiction. 

“There are multiple factors that we take 
into account, but understanding where the 
end investors will be located is one of the 
most important.”

At a time when barriers to entry are 
rising, being able to rely on a single trusted 
partner to bring a new fund to market at 
a reasonable cost is becoming a precious 
commodity to start-up managers. n

Circle Partners is an independent fund 
administrator with offices in the BVI, Cayman 
Islands, and across the EU, the Americas 
and Hong Kong. 

“We’ve seen a lot of growth in new BVI 
fund vehicles over the last 12 months – both 
the Incubator Fund and the more popular 
Approved Fund,” reflects Peter Jakubicka, 
Business Development Manager at Circle 
Partners. “These vehicles have been the 
main driver of business for us in the BVI and 
we’ve seen continued interest in the first few 
weeks of January this year; this is partly due 
to the fact that Cayman has not introduced 
anything similar in the last few years, which 
gives the BVI a bit of an advantage.”

For those looking to set up a BVI fund, 
Circle will guide people through the whole 
process of bringing a new fund to market. 
A start-up manager can draw upon the 
experience and network of a single service 
provider rather than spending time (and 
money) appointing each service provider 
to the fund. 

Circle helps put in place a legal team 
to draft all of the constitutional and 
offering documents for the fund (Offering 
Memorandum, Investment Management 
Agreement, Memorandum & Articles 
of Association, etc) in cooperation with 
local legal counsels, open bank and 
brokerage accounts for the fund, and once 
the fund is set up, Circle performs all of 
the administration and transfer agency 
services work.

“It’s a real advantage being able to 
provide this kind of full service to clients 
these days than in the past, mainly because 
of the higher costs and barriers to entry. 
We provide 24/7 support in terms of the 
incorporation of all structures that are 

Peter Jakubicka, Business 
Development Manager at 
Circle Partners

C IRCLE  PARTNERS
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geographic spread of those structuring 
Approved Funds. 

“For example, a few years ago there was 
a flurry of Brazilian HNW families converting 
investment vehicles into funds for Brazilian 
tax reasons. I wonder how many of the 
BVI’s Approved Funds are structured for 
tax considerations that can benefit family 
offices using a more formal fund structure, 
taking money out of redemption proceeds as 
opposed to dividends?” queries Schilder.

Malone confirms that there continues to 
be good interest in these products. 

“They continue to serve the purpose of 
allowing small and new startups to test their 
investment ability,” he says.

There are two limitations to the Incubator 
Fund: first of all, it can have no more than 20 
investors and no more than USD20 million 
in AUM. Then, after two years, one has to 
switch it to a BVI Professional Fund. 

One company that actively helps new 
managers bring a new fund to market, taking 
care of each step of the pre-launch phase 
(and then, if necessary, the ongoing fund 
administration role) is Circle Partners, who 
provide a turnkey solution. 

Peter Jakubicka is Business Development 
Manager at Circle Partners. He explains that 
with the Approved Fund the limitations are 20 
investors, USD100 million in AUM but there 
is no time limit. 

“They can be run indefinitely, until they 
cross the USD100 million or 20 investors 
thresholds, at which point they have to be 
converted to either a BVI Professional Fund; 
these will then have a minimum investment 
of USD100K for each professional investor 
that the manager targets,” says Jakubicka.

Briant explains that the Incubator Fund 
was not designed to be used indefinitely. 
“Incubator funds can only operate for two 
years (extendable by one year). However, 

an external third party reviews your standards 
and finds them robust will be a benefit to 
those using the jurisdictions,” adds Malone.

BVI managers will be able to choose 
whether or not they wish to opt in to 
the regime and be subjected to AIFMD 
equivalent regulatory oversight. If someone 
decides to opt in and the fund which they 
are managing opts in as well, that will give 
the manager ‘EU equivalency’. 

“For managers opting-into the AIFMD 
equivalent regime to take advantage of 
passporting rights, they would do so in 
respect of their BVI Professional, Private or 
Public Funds, rather than in respect of the 
more lightly regulated Approved or Incubator 
Funds. These lighter touch regulated funds 
wouldn’t work for an AIFMD opt-in regime 
(and would actually be inconsistent with 
the whole strategic purpose of these two 
lighter touch regulated fund products),” 
explains Schilder.

Indeed, managers use the Approved and 
Incubator Fund where they are looking to 
get an easier regulatory ride; most are start-
up managers who want to control costs. 
When someone opts in to AIFMD, they are 
effectively committing to a ‘BVI Professional 
Plus’ regulatory regime, as it were; in other 
words, even greater regulatory scrutiny. 

Asked what impact last June’s Brexit 
decision could have on the BVI, Schilder 
replies: “It’s impossible to say what impact 
Brexit and the next two years of negotiations 
will have once Article 50 is triggered. For 
both the UK’s overseas territories and crown 
dependencies, my personal view is that the 
ride they are likely to get with the EU would 
have been better if the UK had chosen to 
remain in the EU. Ultimately, with the UK out 
of the EU, who is going to be fighting the 
corner for the UK’s overseas territories and 
crown dependencies at the EU?”

Based on figures for Q2 2016, there were 
three times as many new licences granted 
for Approved Funds than Incubator Funds 
(12 compared to four). The Approved Fund 
can effectively be thought of as a BVI private 
fund with guaranteed exemptions. 

“That was the original rationale behind 
creating the Approved Fund. What are 
people using BVI vehicles for? Historically, it 
has been to run friends and family money. 
What would be interesting is to know the 
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“Ultimately, with the UK out 
of the EU, who is going to 
be fighting the corner for 
the UK’s overseas territories 
and crown dependencies at 
the EU?”
Simon Schilder, Ogier
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BVI’s advantage is its 
flexibility and affordability

Interview with Niall Brooks

One of the reasons as to why the BVI 
introduced the Incubator and Approved 
Fund products in May 2015 was, partly, 
in response to the fact that fund launch 
numbers in the global hedge fund industry 
had started to steadily decline. Rising 
regulatory and compliance costs were 
hurting start-up managers and dissuading 
people from coming to market. 

In that sense, the BVI was quite prescient 
and demonstrates the forward looking 
approach that its regulator, the BVI Financial 
Services Commission (the “Commission”), 
takes to ensure that the jurisdiction remains 
as accessible as possible to start-ups and 
emerging managers, as well as the more 
established managers.

“Over recent years, practitioners, service 
providers and the Commission have been 
proactive in bringing out new BVI Fund 
products to attempt to reverse a gradual 
decline in the number of funds domiciled 
and launched in the BVI. 

“New legislation not only targeted the 
funds themselves but also the manager with 
the introduction of the Investment Managers 
(Approved Manager) Regulations 2012 which 
allows managers to commence business 
within seven days of filing its application with 
no restrictive requirements such as the need 
for audited financial statements, a dedicated 
compliance officer, capital adequacy or 
need for PI Insurance,” says Niall Brooks, 
Managing Director, Castlegate Investment 
Services Limited, a full service independent 
fund administrator in the BVI and provider 
of directorship services. Brooks is also a 
Team BVI Member of BVI Finance, which is 
responsible for protecting, promoting and 
developing the BVI’s financial services industry.

“One of the key attractions of the BVI as a 
jurisdiction is that it is well regulated by the 
Commission, has quality service providers, 
while still offering a full suite of investment 

products, to cater for all types of fund 
structures at an affordable price.” 

Now that the BVI has the Approved and 
Incubator Funds alongside the BVI Professional 
and Private Fund, managers are able to 
accommodate a wide range of investors with 
varying minimum investments and varying 
structural and organisational requirements. 

The Incubator Fund is permitted to 
operate for two years (with the possibility 
of one additional year) with no mandatory 
requirement to appoint functionaries i.e. 
administrator, custodian or manager and no 
requirement to have an audit. 

While an Incubator Fund may not require 
the appointment of service providers, Brooks 
would recommend the appointment of at 
least an administrator to provide some 
degree of independence This high degree 
of flexibility is contingent upon the fund 
remaining within the relevant thresholds 
applicable to the fund at all times. These 
thresholds are:
• A maximum of 20 investors;
• A minimum initial investment of USD20,000 

by each investor; and
• A cap of USD20 million on the value of 

the net assets of the fund.
The Approved Fund is aimed at friends and 
families who wish to establish a fund for 
a longer term but on the basis of a more 
private investor offering.

It too has relevant thresholds:
• A maximum of 20 investors at any one 

time; and
• A cap of USD100million on the value of 

the net assets of the fund.
Brooks confirms that in December and 
January, Castlegate has seen an uptake in 
the number of prospective clients looking 
to launch Incubator and Approved Funds 
as well as applications to be an Approved 
Manager. Enquiries are on a worldwide basis 
including established European jurisdictions, 

Niall Brooks, Managing 
Director, Castlegate 
Investment Services Limited 
and Team BVI Member of 
BVI Finance

BV I  F INANCE
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taking place to promote the BVI, which BVI 
Finance is pushing, so that’s encouraging,” 
adds Brooks.

From a governance perspective, the BVI’s 
reputation is highly regarded. The Global 
Forum on Transparency and Exchange of 
Information for Tax Purposes, a Paris-based 
body of the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development, announced 
in August 2016 that the BVI’s regulatory 
framework was “largely compliant” with the 
organisation’s rules. 

This gives both managers and investors 
confidence in the BVI as a place to do 
business and that its financial services 
industry is committed to achieving the 
highest standards possible. 

Speaking about fund governance, Brooks 
remarks: “While the BVI does not have the 
same quantity of independent non executive 
directors, compared say to Cayman, there 
is a network of high quality directors here in 
the BVI that not only service BVI funds but 
also Cayman funds and managers. Some 
managers specifically want directors not 
resident in Cayman, largely due to concerns 
over the number of positions held. 

There will be more governance work if 
and when the BVI receives a third country 
passport from ESMA under AIFMD. BVI can’t 
afford not to have access to the European 
market. We have an office in Malta and we 
are fully aware of the governance demands 
under AIFMD.”

How well BVI Finance is able to get the 
story out to promote the BVI and the extent 
to which there is continued uptake for the 
Incubator and Approved Fund, will be two 
key drivers for the BVI over the next couple 
of years, in Brooks’ opinion. 

“The BVI offers a clearly defined route for 
someone wishing to start up a hedge fund 
business. They can begin with an Incubator 
Fund, build a track record and then move 
into an Approved Fund if they exceed USD20 
million. Then, if they have further success 
and attract more than 20 investors and/
or USD100 million in AUM, they can simply 
convert the Approved Fund into a BVI 
Professional Fund. 

“This provides a series of stepping 
stones for the manager without having 
to dramatically change the structure or 
organisation,” concludes Brooks. n

where managers are becoming frustrated 
with the length of time it takes to establish 
and launch professional investor funds. 

“With the Approved and Incubator 
Fund products in place, in addition to the 
Approved Manager regime, the BVI probably 
has one of the most robust and flexible 
pieces of legislation in place to attract start-
up managers who want to launch a fund 
with friends and family money and build a 
track record. 

“Cayman doesn’t have equivalent 
legislation; nor does it probably need or 
want it However that is not to say that the 
BVI should be overlooked when it comes 
to Managers wishing to launch the more 
established Professional or Private Funds. In 
my view, the BVI has the potential to become 
the world’s leading offshore jurisdiction for 
start-ups and emerging managers but it’s too 
early to say for certain at this stage. Still, it 
is something that people envisage here and 
are generally bullish about,” explains Brooks.

As the global funds industry continues to 
adapt to new regulations and jurisdictions 
put steps in place to demonstrably improve 
transparency and governance frameworks, 
it is incumbent upon any fund domicile – 
onshore or offshore – to make itself heard. 
The BVI has many redeeming features but 
in Brooks’ view, it has been too quiet for 
too long and needs to promote itself and its 
products more widely and more often. 

“The biggest challenge is making people 
aware of the products we have here in 
the BVI and the level of service that its 
current service providers are able to offer. 
Administrators located in the BVI use leading 
industry NAV, accounting and shareholder 
systems while the number and size of 
auditing firms on the ground continues to 
grow,” says Brooks.

Whilst the BVI might not necessarily 
have the same quantity of service providers 
compared to other jurisdictions, it is not 
lacking in expertise and quality.

“Where the BVI has an advantage is that 
the cost of servicing funds is lower, the work 
permit fees are very minimal compared to 
Cayman and other jurisdictions and the cost 
of living is very reasonable which means that 
cost savings can be passed on in the form 
of lower more, competitive fee quotations. 

“There are more events and seminars 
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by moving to an Approved Fund, one can 
keep that running ad infinitum (provided it 
remains below USD100 million). Both fund 
products, however, do require two directors,” 
says Briant.

What the Incubator Fund does is to keeps 
fees down. However, given that it is a very 
lightly regulated product, investors have to 
be aware of Caveat Emptor.

“To launch a BVI professional or private 
fund you need to have an administrator, a 
prime broker, and when you also factor in 
compliance with regulation such as FATCA 
and CRS, plus AIFMD, it soon becomes very 
expensive. The minimum AUM to manage a 
fund profitably has increased to a significant 
number. Most new managers start out with 
their own money, or money from friends and 
family. The barriers to entry are much higher 
than they were,” comments Briant.

For those managers who wish to market a 
BVI Professional Fund to European investors 
under national private placement rules, they 
will be required to use a licensed AIFM in 
Europe. This is something that Jakubicka 
says Circle Partners can help with.

“We have a network of lawyers and other 
counterparties that we work with in the EU 
and we can introduce third party management 
companies to clients, who will sponsor the 
fund with their AIFMD license for marketing 
and distribution purposes. We help set that 
arrangement up between BVI managers and 
European AIFMs in our network.” 

He thinks there is still a long way to 
go until ESMA approves a third country 
passport for the BVI but has no doubt it will 
help the BVI as a jurisdiction. 

“Usually, people who go offshore aren’t 
too interested (at least initially) in raising 
capital in Europe otherwise they would 
remain onshore. But the passport will give 
them another option. It will be a market 
changer for sure,” adds Jakubicka.

The Closed-ended SPC
Aside from introducing an AIFMD opt-in 
regime later this year and an overhaul of 
the BVI Partnership Act, 1996, the BVI is 
expected to extend the use of Segregated 
Portfolio Companies for unregulated closed-
ended structures in 2017. 

This is something that certain jurisdictions 
have been able to offer for some time but for 
one reason or another the BVI Government 
has previously wanted SPCs to be regulated. 

“Allowing them to be used for unregulated 
closed-ended vehicles is a natural move and 
will really expand the potential for people to 
use these vehicles,” says Bell.

With respect to regulated funds, he sees a 
lot of interest, in general, for SPCs, at present.

“Due to current market conditions, a lot of 
managers aren’t looking to launch new funds 
but would rather have a different strategy 
within the same fund structure: the statutory 
segregation of an SPC allows managers 
to run different strategies within the same 
vehicle, without running the risk of cross-
contamination, making for a highly cost-
effective solution,” explains Bell.

Another important development is that it 
will also be possible to establish Approved 
Funds as SPCs. Previously, says Bell, it was 
only possible to establish SPCs in the BVI as 
BVI Private, Professional or Public Funds.

“We are seeing a huge demand at 

9 “We are seeing a huge 
demand at present for 
Approved Fund SPCs and 
this is something that we 
are now able to provide.”
Oliver Bell, Harneys
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BVI strikes right balance 
on fund governance 

Interview with Robert Briant

Robert Briant, Partner at 
Conyers Dill & Pearman

Proper fund governance has long been 
championed by leading offshore law firm 
Conyers Dill & Pearman, which for the last 
decade has encouraged its hedge fund 
clients to hold at least annual directors 
meetings. Initially this was met with some 
resistance according to Robert Briant, 
Partner and head of Conyers’ BVI office, who 
confirms that such resistance has softened 
over the last few years. 

“Even though there is no requirement in 
the BVI for the directors to meet annually, 
they do meet and are happy to meet when 
we suggest it. So that is a positive change. 
Some funds are looking at other jurisdictions, 
where directors are required to meet three 
times a year, and adopting that as their new 
model,” says Briant. 

Global regulation in the form of FATCA, 
this year’s introduction of the OECD-led 
Common Reporting Standards, AIFMD, 
etc, has placed much greater emphasis on 
good governance and required directors 
to up their game. This, says Briant, is 
helping to improve the quality of the hedge 
fund industry. 

“Broadly speaking, managers are adopting 
higher standards because investors demand 
it. Whether it’s getting director approval 
on a matter, or having directors’ meetings 
where the fund’s auditor and administrator 
attend and are asked specific questions, etc, 
the difference to 10 years ago is dramatic. 
What’s driving this is a combination of 
regulation and investor behaviour,” says 
Briant, who confirms that there is more 
willingness among BVI hedge fund managers 
to appoint a mix of directors to the board 
with complementary skill sets.

“I have seen directors with different 
backgrounds being appointed in a split 
board arrangement where they are the 
majority of the directors. I haven’t seen 

multiple directors being appointed from the 
same shop. That has become much less 
common,” he adds.

Unlike some other fund jurisdictions, 
the BVI does not have a culture of ‘jumbo 
directorships’ where individual directors sit 
on large numbers of funds.

As the quality of governance increases 
in the BVI and more hedge funds appoint 
independent directors there is no immediate 
sign that a registration database (which 
was adopted in the Cayman Islands) will 
come into force. As Briant observes: “The 
directors I am familiar with that sit on my 
clients’ boards are on perhaps 10 boards in 
total. They do not sell directorship services 
as quickly or readily. We are loath to adopt 
regulation in the BVI when there is no 
need for it.”

Separately though, from a corporate 
perspective, to improve transparency and 
enforce anti-money laundering policies, the 
BVI recently instituted the requirement to 
file privately a register of directors with the 
Registrar of Corporate Affairs. Filing of the 
register of directors will come into full force 
on 1st April 2017. 

“The Registrar has a database of all BVI 
corporate directors for KYC purposes, for 
policing by onshore tax authorities and 
regulators. It is not going to be used for 
legislative purposes on how to run hedge 
funds like the DRLL in Cayman,” explains 
Briant. “From a hedge fund perspective, the 
BVI does not prescribe detailed corporate 
governance requirements. BVI private 
and professional funds are set up for 
sophisticated investors. They require some 
disclosures but after that it is really caveat 
emptor. I think that’s the correct model. 
These are not products that are sold to the 
public. I think we have the right balance from 
a governance perspective.” n
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who have gained traction and investor interest 
then they can then go onto convert into 
a Professional or Private Fund. For those 
managers where the two years have been a 
struggle and haven’t seen much progress, the 
arrival of the two-year anniversary might signal 
the time to close down.

“There’s no guarantee that everyone will 
have had a successful time and will seek 
to convert because in life not everyone 
can be successful. By the summer we will 
get a clearer sense of what is happening,” 
observes Schilder.

Ultimately, these products were introduced 
as a long-term investment for the BVI. If a 
small number of start-ups go on to become 
successful blue-chip names in the hedge 
fund world running hundreds of millions or 
billions of AUM, this will be a boon for the 
BVI and prove that it was a good idea.

“We are the only jurisdiction to have 
targeted smaller managers,” says Briant. “I 
am extremely pleased the regulator stepped 
up and allowed the BVI to do this. We 
are not the Cayman Islands, nor are we 
trying to be. I think the Approved Manager 
Regime and Approved and Incubator fund 
products have helped the BVI to stand out. 
It has been good for our reputation of being 
innovative and responsive to the industry.”

In conclusion, the FSC’s Malone is asked 
what his hopes for the BVI are in 2017: “We 
will continue to monitor the industry and 
adapt to the needs. We expect to continue 
our close collaboration with the Industry to 
ensure that the right level of regulation is 
applied commensurate to the risk.” n

present for Approved Fund SPCs and this is 
something that we are now able to provide. 
One of the main thrusts of demand is 
coming from family offices where there is 
a need to be able to ring fence assets and 
liabilities within a single entity.”

Two year review 
One interesting sign of how well the BVI’s 
funds industry is faring will be this summer 
when the first wave of Incubator Funds that 
launched in 2015 reach their two-year time 
limit. The more that re-register as Approved 
Funds or BVI Professional Funds, the more 
one can assume that, going forward, the BVI 
will be well positioned to support sustained 
long-term growth, both in terms of fund 
numbers and aggregate AUM. 

“We are receiving enquiries from clients 
on whether they should move to an 
Approved Fund. If there’s a pipeline of 
investors knocking on the door with another 
USD20 to USD30 million the manager would 
have no hesitation moving to an Approved 
Fund and appoint a third party administrator 
to do all the NAV and KYC work but if they 
have USD5 million under management, is it 
worth it?

“One existing client wants something 
easy for friends and family money and 
plans to launch an Incubator Fund although 
he expects to quickly raise USD20 million, 
at which point he will convert it into an 
Approved Fund,” says Briant.

“You are correct that the regime 
for Incubator and Approved Funds is 
approaching its two year anniversary,” 
continues Malone from the FSC. “We 
envisage that the impact of the incubator 
and approved funds regime will be positively 
felt as at the end of this two-year anniversary 
period and that a number of these funds will 
convert into private or professional funds 
having satisfied the threshold requirements.”

However, the flipside is that depending 
on how well these incubator funds have 
done, the BVI might equally be on the cusp 
of more funds shutting down as opposed to 
being re-licensed. 

“The point of an Incubator Fund is to enable 
start-up managers an opportunity to have a 
cost-effective fund vehicle in which to test their 
strategy and build up a track record which 
they can then market. For those managers 
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